
Over 80% of the news, in Europe, USA, Canada, Australia... practically the whole of the

West, open the latest  crime-news (terrorism) with these "attributes" when there is  a

"murderer of Maghreb origin" (cit.):

ISLAMIST, HE INVOKED ALLAH, ISLAMIC TERRORIST,  FUNDAMENTALIST MUSLIM etcetera.

In the aforementioned Countries, hundreds of millions of Muslim faithful live, and even in

those countries,  the Mosques often have to cry for the innocent members killed in cold

blood without a reason, guilty of having found themselves in the "wrong place at the wrong

time"; the enormous burden that the present Imam has to bear and take charge, is to give

some comfort to the parents of the victims, to the children (often minors) and to the

relatives all remained alive and often mutilated: what happened... it did not have to

happen and if it happened it is... a bestiality that only Man on Earth can do, because God

(Allahu)...

(We must not invoke God only to find justification for the words we do not know in front of

our responsibilities or, words that would lead to select a sinful dialogue with... evil,

the devil, because to shoot in the face of a family man who walks... is it or is not... a

damn satanic act?)

Yet there is no end to the difficulties, we could add with the look turned to "our beloved

Earth", in fact far beyond the insurmountable pains that no one can grasp exactly as long

as they fall on our own back,  without a doubt, in the effort to ask for mercy and so on,

we insist on neglecting -by wrapping the head- the free offenses that not "the People", the

beloved  Ummah, officially receives but, "The Creed", "The Revelation"... Allahu and  His

Last Messenger Muhammad (PUH).

ISLAMIST, HE INVOKED ALLAH, ISLAMIC TERRORIST,  FUNDAMENTALIST MUSLIM etcetera.

Considering that the act, the damn slaughter spewed by the bastard soul from the guilty of

multiple homicide -even if not premeditated and raged to one human being only- is, in every

corner of the Planet, considered by the Law CRIMINAL ACT, brutal act to be pursued with

extreme severity,

• when would we make a pronouncement (unequivocal universal condemnation!) -in respect

of the Quranic dogma that certainly does not provide hierarchies of any kind in

Religion- which indicates without indecision, that condemn openly, that opens a

quick  act  of universal abjuration  against  the  guilty subject issued  by  Islamic

humanity towards the one who invoked God but rendered service to the devil?

• When it is finally possible for Ummah to lift her beautiful face from the ground and

open up, offer herself with pride and courage at the time she lives in the grace of

God and she does it even from the geographically “Land of West", chasing the values

and the morals of these human societies and actively participating (with profit) in

the activities of the system? And gradually abandoning  cautionaryism to return no

longer to be inquisitive but to be interlocutors in the used expressions that are

linked to civil society?

To no media support of the Globe will be -after this imperative search for will to agree in

the shortest possible time- to open the news alluding to Allah in this disgusting manner;

no press release can be formalized by associating The Verb "Islam" to "free terrorism";

we will not allow it and we will not pretend that it did not happen in a (cowardly?) wait

close to complicity.

We will not allow it. We will not allow it. We will not allow it.

Will we not allow it?
(May God forgive us)
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